Elegant™ Liner Installation Instructions
Please follow these steps for installation:
1. The liner should be installed after the frame has been assembled with the legs at a 5-foot height and before
any cross braces or cross cables are installed. Protect the liner by not letting it come in contact with any
dirty surface. The peak ridge pulleys can be installed at this time. There is a hole pre-drilled in most of
the Trio crowns where the round eyebolt can be installed. The pulley assembly attaches to this eyebolt. A
webbing assembly (included) can be used to attach the pulley for another manufacturer’s fitting. The outer
cover should be installed at this time.
2. Attach the liner pulleys to the crowns and ridge as needed.
3. Pull the loose end of the rope to the side of the tent, as this will be tied off after the liner is raised.
4. With all liner sections joined with the Velcro, partially hoist the liner to the peak and attach the smooth
perimeter hooks to the curtain rope under the sidebars. Once all the attachments have been made, lift the
liner with the rope(s) and pulley to the desired height. Tie off the rope to the sidebar.
All of our Elegant™ liners are expandable for unlimited versatility. Our 9-inch round vinyl liner crowns easily
interlock with the round rings inserted through the round vinyl liner and tightened. Overlap the hook and
loop Velcro to complete the liner. This allows the bottom ring to be used to install other accessories. If using
additional inserts, interlock the inserts to expand the crown.
CLEANING
Washing of the liner can be accomplished in a large commercial washing machine. Use only cold water and
mild detergent. Dry at Low/No Heat setting, as this protects the flame retardant qualities of the material.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Polyester FR material has passed the following tests: NFPA 701-2004 Test method, CPAI 84, New York Board
of Standards Bulleting #44, California Marshall Title 19.
If the crown is not pre-drilled you can drill a 5/8” hole in the center of the cap or just use the webbing with ring
assembly as you will use on the top expansion fittings if the tent is in a rectangular configuration.
The support strap with pulley can be used to place around the crown(s) and top expansion fittings every 10
feet if applicable.
Elegant™ Liners are in easy to identify storage bags. The center pulley and attachment rings are included with
the crown.
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